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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that if A E a,, - {I,} satisfies 
nkok(A) > (n-k+1)2ak-I(A) (k=1,2 ,..., n), 
where uk(A) denotes the sum of all kth order subpermanent of A, then PerTVn + (l- 
X)A] is stktly decreasing in the interval 0 <h < 1. 
INTlRODUCTION 
The permanent of a real n x n matrix A = (a,,) is defined lby 
PerA = x %r(l)%(2)~ * - Cln?l(n), 
Tr E s, 
where S, denotes the permutations of 1,2,. . . ,n onto itslelf. We define 
Per+ = 1, where + is the matrix of order zero. (alr(lj,a2n(2j,. . a ,a,,(,,) is called 
a diagonal of A. An n X n matrix has n! diagonals. d,(A) = a,,l,j~n(21 * - - a,,(,, 
is a diagonal product of A. 
Let I’r,n denote the set of all nr sequences 6 = (6,,S,, . . . ‘1 8,) of integers, 
16S,<n, i=I,2 ,..., 12. 
Let Q,,n={(S1,S2 ,..., ~)EI-,,J~ d,<. . - <S,<n}. 
If A=(a,) is an nxn matrix and if cr=jcr,,cu,,...,q)EQ~,,, #3= 
uM29...~ &)E Q,,“, then A[a] p] is the matrix whose (i,i) entry is aq4. 
A(cu] @) is the matrix obtained by deleting from A the a-rows and p-columns 
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A nonnegative n X n matrix is called doubly stocha&ic if all its row sums 
and column sums equal 1. The set of all doubly stlchastic n Xn matrices, 
denoted by 3,, forms a convex polytope with i-mutation matrices as 
vertices fl]. Particular members of Q” are Z”, the identity matrix; J,,, the 
matrix whose entries are zJ1 l/n; and P,, the standard full cycle permuta- 
tion, i.e. pn,l=Pi,r+i=l, i=l,..., n-l. 
The famed van der Waerden permanent conjecture [8], which is still 
unresolved, assert that if A E a,, and A #&.,, the:\ 
Per A > Per]“. 
By ok(A) (A ES&J we denote the sum of all kth order subpermanents of 
-4. In particular u,(A)=PerA and u,(A)= 1. 
Bokovi6 [2] conjectured that for any ,4 EQ,,, n > 3, 
nku,(A) Z (n- k+ l)20k_i(A) (k=l,2 ,..., n). (9 
This is equivalent to 
where 
A,=AA+(l-X)J,,. 
The conjecture is true for n=3 [2]. 
The validity of the Bokovic conjecture, along wit+ the known fact that 
the permanent has a local minimum on 52, at Z,, [a], would validate the van 
der Waerden conjecture. In this paper first we show that if A EQ, satisfies 
the condition (*), then the permansnt decreases strxtly as one moves along 
the strtight line from A to J,, Later we prove that if A = Z, or A = K,, = i (Z, 
+ P,,)> then A satisfies the condition (*). 
We shall need the following results: 
LEMMA 1 (Tverberg [q). Zf A E !J,, (n > 2), then 
n 
u2( A) = f 
i,i= 1 
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LEMMA 2 (Sinkhorn [6]). 
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Per( K, + nxJ,) = 2n x 
kc0 (n- k)!(2k)! (8 
” (n+k-l)!k! n-Ip 
’ 
RESULTS 
LEMMA 3. If AEQ,, then Per(A+n~~“)=Z”k,o(n-k;!u~(A)xn-k. 
Proof Put X, = k&; then Per Xk = k!x” and so 
Per( A + nx&) = i 2 PerA[ (x] #I] PerX,_k 
k=O a./? E Qk.n 
= 5 c PerA[ly]/!I][(n-k)!x”-k] 
k=O a,PEQk,, 
= $ u*(A)[(n-k)!xn-k]= 5 (n-k)!uk(A)x”-k. q 
k-0 k=O 
THEOREM 1. Let AE52,-(1,) (n>3). IfA satisfies the ctmditiun 
nku,(A) 2 (fl -k+ 1)2U&A) (k=1,2 I..., n), (*) 
then Per[AJ, + (1 - X)A] is strictly decreasing in the interual 0 <:h < 1. 
Proof. According to Lemma 1, u,(A) = :,(,I -2) + ~Z~~~,=,u$ so we 
have 
2nu2(A)=n2(n-2)+n 5 a;>(~1)2u,(A)=(n- L)2n. 
i,l= i 
This implies that Z;,, I rl a2 2 1, which is a true staternent (Chebyshev inequal- 
ity [2]); the equality holds only if a,, = 1 in for all i, i = 1,. . . , n. Since A #I,, 
we have the strict inequahty. Therefore 2nua(A) > (n - l)?ul(A). 
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Let nx=A/(l-A); then 
and so 
Per[XJ,+(l-X)A] = ’ 
(1 + nx)n 
Per{ nxJ, + A) 
I= c1+1 )” $ (n- k)!uk(A)x”-k. 





Per(nxJ, + A). 










- 5 (?2 - k)!nkuk(A)x”-k 
k=o 
1 
= (l+lIX)R+' k=l 
5 (n-k)![(n-k+l)20~_,(A)-nkcrk(A)]x”-k. 
Since x >O and A satisfies the condition (*> with thz strict inequality for 
k -2, we may conclude that f’(x) < 0, i.e., I?er[u” + (1 -X)A] is strictly 
decreasing in the interval 0 < X < 1. 
THEOFWM 2. Any n X n permutation matrix P satisfies the condition (*). 
proof. There are 
( 1 
;= nl 
kf(n - k)! 
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identity hubmatrices of order k in Z,, and these are the only matrices with 
nonzero permanent. Therefore 





= k!(n . 
_k+lJr [nk(n-k+l)-(rrk+1)2kj 
= k!( 
nn/ k)r [ nk-nk+ k2- k] 
. 
= ( ) ;: k(k-1)aO. 
Thus 
nku#) a (n- k+ 1)2uk_,(P) (k=1,2 ,..., n). (*) 
THEOREM 3. ZC,, = i( Z, + P,) (n > 2) satisfies the condition (*). 
Proof. By combining Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 we obtain the following: 
2n(2n - k - l)! 
uk(Kn)= k![2(n- k)]! 
(;)” (k=O,l ,..a, n), 
= 2n2k(2n - k - l)! _ 2n(n- k+l)2(2n- k)! -- 
k!(2n - 2k)!2k (k-1)!(2n-2k+2)!2F-1 
n(2n - k - l)! [ n(2n -2k+l)-(n-k+I!)(2n-k)] 
= 
(k- 1)!(21t-2k+ 1)!2k-1 
(k- l)(n- k)n(2n- k- l)! 
= (k-1)!(2n-2k+l)!2”-’ 
for k=l,2,..., 11. This completes the proof. 
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CONCLUDING REMARK 
Friedland and Mint [3] have shown that PerT(! - X)P+ A,/,,] is a strictly 
decreasing function of A for 0 Q X < 1. In Mint [S, p. 1581 the problem is 
posed as to whether this is true if P is replaced ty other A E!& Sinkhorn [S] 
has shown that P can be replaced by K,,. It seer-es worthwhile to find other 
matrices which satisfy the condition (*). 
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